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Hold 'em or Fold 'em: Gambling Laws in
Asia
Adam Shapiro*
GAMBLING'S NEXT BIG WAVE

I.

Asia is considered one of the world's most expanding markets for
the global casino industry.' Asian casinos, as well as gambling in
general, are growing at one of the fastest paces in the world.2 As Asia
arises from poverty to affluence, more countries in Asia are becoming
middle-income countries, providing people with more money to spend on
entertainment.
This Comment will look at what the change or creation of gambling
laws means for Asian countries. Parts II through V of this Comment will
analyze the gambling laws and the process of casino legalization in four
major Asian countries: Japan,4 Taiwan, China,6 and Russia. Japan is
considering legalizing casinos in a future bill.8 Taiwan passed a
referendum in 2009 which failed to meet the public vote, but is ready for
yet another vote in 2010.9 China has had casinos in its territory of Macau
since 2002.10 Russia legalized casinos in 1988" but in 2009 decided to
* J.D. Candidate, The Dickinson School of Law of the Pennsylvania State
University (2011).
1. See Paul Wiseman, Legalized Gambling Branches out Across Asia, USA TODAY,
May 3, 2007, available at http://www.usatoday.com/travel/destinations/2007-05-03-asiacasinos-usat N.htm.
2. See id.
3. See id.
4. See infra Part 11for a discussion on gambling in Japan.
5. See infra Part III for a discussion on gambling in Taiwan.
6. See infra Part IV for a discussion on gambling in China.
7. See infra Part V for a discussion on gambling in Russia.
8. See James Kilsby, Political Uncertainty Rattles Japan's Casino Hopes,
GAMBLINGCOMPLIANCE,

Sept.

15,

2008,

available

at

http://www.gambling

compliance.com/node/19312/.
9.

See Taiwan keeps door on Casinos Open, THE MALAYSIAN INSIDER, Oct. 9,

2009, available at http://themalaysianinsider.com/index.php/business/39747-taiwankeeps-door-on-casinos-open-.
10. See Macau Law no. 16/2001, art. 1 (Legal Framework for the Operations of
Casino Games of Fortune).
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ban most forms of gambling and limited them to the four empty corners
of the country.12
Part VI will examine the legislative intent of gambling laws in these
Asian countries with a focus on the goals of economic development,
promotion of tourism, and social stability, and on whether these goals
can actually be achieved.' 3 Legislative intent and actual results will be
shown to be often quite different.14
Part VII of this Comment discusses the significant impact on the
legal world of these Asian countries as gambling laws change.' 5 These
changes will require other laws and regulations to be changed, and will
create a new burden on the court system of many of these countries.16
Part VIII recognizes the experience that America has had with
gambling laws and regulation and how America can provide good
guidance and serve as a model to these Asian countries as they encounter
similar problems.' 7 These problems include creating new gambling
regulation authorities, crime, and lawsuits that will be brought to the
courts.' 8
Part IX provides a discussion of ways to achieve the goals of
gambling and casino laws while minimizing the consequences.19 This is
done by looking at successful casino systems around Asia and Europe
and how they have solved many different problems created by these
laws. 20
This Comment concludes that in making the decision to legalize or
ban gambling, each country must be analyzed individually for whether it
has the proper means to attain its goals.

11. See PROBLEM GAMBLING IN EUROPE 247 (Gerhard Meyer, Tobias Hayer, Mark
Griffiths eds., 2009).
12. See On State Regulation of Gambling and Introduction of Amendments to
Certain Legal Acts of the Russian Federation, 297 Ros. Gaz. 244. (Dec. 29, 2006),
[hereinafter
State
available at http://www.glin.gov/view.action?glinlD=197681
Regulation of Gambling]. "Gambling zones are being created in four administrative
districts: Altayskiy Kray, Primorskiy Kray, Kaliningrad Oblast, and jointly in
Krasnodarskiy Kray and Rostov Oblast. In each of these four administrative districts,
only one gambling zone may be created." K. Skopchevskiy, Russia Reshapes Its
Gambling Industry, CIS LEGAL NEWSWIRE, June 15, 2008, at 6-7.
13. See infra Part VI.
14. See infra Part VI.
15. See infra Part VII.
16. See id.
17. See infra Part VIII.
18. See id.
19. See infra PartIX.
20. See infra Part IX.
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JAPAN

"The Japanese are known in Las Vegas as prized customers, top
rated quality players, and high rollers." 21 There are almost 20,000
gambling halls spread throughout Japan.22 This should be an odd
statistic considering that gambling is illegal in Japan. 23
A.

JapaneseLaw on Gambling

Under Article 185 of the Japanese Penal Code, "a person who
gambles shall be punished by a fine of not more than 500,000 yen24 or a
petty fine; provided, however, that the same shall not apply to a person
who bets a thing which is provided for momentary entertainment." 25
What counts as momentary entertainment is unclear. This lack of clarity
allows Japan to liberally apply Article 185, and has significant
consequences in the Pachinko Industry. 26 Under Article 186 of the
Japanese Penal Code, the punishments are stricter. 27 Under article 186,
"a person who habitually gambles shall be punished by imprisonment
with work for not more than 3 years." 28 "A person who, for the purpose
of profit, runs a place for gambling or organizes a group of habitual
gamblers shall be punished by imprisonment with work for not less than
3 months but not more than 5 years." 29 Despite these strict statutes,
gambling flourishes in Japan. 30
B.

Japan 's Pachinko Paradise

Japan has a $250 billion per year pachinko business.3 ' Pachinko, a
game that would be considered gambling in any other country, is

21. INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW 3RD EDITION 518 (Anthony N. Cabot, William N.
Thompson, Andrew Tottenham & Carl Braunlich eds., 1999) [hereinafter INTERNATIONAL
CASINO LAW].
22. See id.
23. See KEIHO, art. 185, para. 1.
24. As of January 24, 2010, the current exchange rate was around 90 yen to $1. See
Exchange Rates Table for Japanese Yen, Japan, http://www.x-rates.com/d/JPY/table.html
(last visited Jan. 24, 2010).
25. KEIHO, art. 185, para. 1.
26. See INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 518. See infra Part II. B. for
a discussion of the Pachinko industry.
27. KEIHO, art. 186, para. 1, no. 1.
28. Id.
29. Id. at art. 186, para. 1, no. 2.
30. See generally INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 518.
31. See Wiseman, supra note 1.
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considered to be no more than adult entertainment in Japan.32 The Penal
Code allows for this with an "entertainment" 33 loophole in Article 185.
Pachinko is a Japanese gaming machine that is a combination of a
slot machine and pinball. 34 The player purchases the balls and puts them
in the machine, being able to control nothing but the speed of the balls
that are put into the machine. 35 Most balls disappear, but a few find their
way into specially designed places similar to pinball. 36 Once this
happens, an electronic slot machine then appears on the screen.37 If there
is a match, new balls are won. 38
The Japanese are able to include pachinko under the Penal Code's
"entertainment" provision because winners receive prizes rather than
cash, and there is an alleged element of actual skill, as opposed to just
chance.3 9 The balls are traded for a prize that the winner can select.4 0
Included among the prizes are packages containing pieces of gold or
silver. Winners can then take their prizes to designated exchange shops,
which are conveniently located near pachinko parlors. 4 1 At the exchange
shops the prizes can be exchanged for cash.42 Therefore this is not
gambling for money, but rather just being entrepreneurial with one's
prize winnings.
The current view in Japan is that Pachinko is not played by people
who are seeking recreation, but by people who are trying to and think
they can make a lot of money.4 3 If other types of casinos are legalized
and built in Japan, there is a good chance that the Japanese will view
them in similar ways.
C.

Japan'sLotteries

Lotteries, another type of gambling, have existed in Japan as early
as the 1600s.44 Lotteries have been banned and revived repeatedly
throughout Japan's history. 4 5 A major reason that the Shogunate 46

32. See INTERNATIONAL

CASINO LAW,

supra note 21, at 518.

33.

See KEIHO, art. 185, para. 1.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
42.

See Pachinko, http://japan-guide.com/e/e2065.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2009).
See id.
See id.
See id.
See id.
See INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 518.
See id at 520.
See id.
See id.

43.

See CASINO INDUSTRY INASIA PACIFIC 66 (Cathy H.C. Hsu, Ed., 2006).

39.

44. See Lottery Insider, http://www.lotteryinsider.com/lottery/japan.htm (last visited
Sept. 10, 2009).
45. See id.
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banned lotteries was because Japanese citizens were increasingly
squandering their money.47 Lotteries were finally allowed in Japan again
The
before World War I in an effort to obtain war funds.48
government's aim was to stop inflation and to acquire funds for
reconstruction during the post-war period.4 9 According to Japanese
51
Lottery law,50 only the prefectures and certain cities may hold lotteries.
The lottery needs approval from both the local and national
government.52
People who win it big at the lottery are given a book which guides
them to reasonably and rationally spend their money.53 Since casinos
want you to spend your winnings, casinos do not hand out books on how
to responsibly spend winnings.
D. Japan'sProposedCasino Legislation
In 2008, a draft of a casino bill was made by the Japanese
government's casino study group.54 The bill provided for initial
authorization of up to three casinos, and eventual authorization of up to
ten.55 For the bill to pass, a majority in the Lower Diet56 would have
been needed.57 However, in 2009, as various political problems in the
country became rampant, investors began to leave and began abandoning
their lobbying campaigns. 58 Supporting casinos was not a strategic move

46. The Shogunate was "one of a line of military governors ruling Japan until the
revolution of 1867-68." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/shogunate (last visited Nov. 6, 2009).
47. See Kanako Takahara, Against high odds, masses chase luck, THE JAPAN TIMES,
Sept. 2, 2007, available at http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/nn2008O9O2iI.html.
48. See Lottery Insider, supra note 44.
49. See id.
50. Japanese Lottery Law, http://www.ts4-net.com/tousenkin.html (last visited Nov.
6, 2009).
51. See Lottery Insider, supra note 44.
52. See id.
53. See Takahara,supra note 47.
54. See Kilsby, supra note 8.
55. See id.
56. Japan's legislative branch of government consists of the Upper Diet (House of
Councilors) and the Lower Diet (House of Representatives). See Japan, the Legislature,
http://www.country-data.com/cgi-bin/query/r-7249.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2009). If a
bill is approved by the Lower Diet but does not pass the Upper Diet, it is returned to the
Lower Diet. See id. If the bill receives a two-thirds or higher majority vote, then it
becomes approved. See id.
57. See Andrew Gellatly, US Investors Desert Japan as Casino Hopes Fade,
Feb. 24, 2009, available at http://www.gambling
GAMBLINGCOMPLIANCE,
compliance.com/node/35870.
58. See id.
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in the bad political environment. 59 However, once things settle, the
casino bill may be brought back for reconsideration. 6 0
In October 2009, the governor of the city of Osaka 6 1 stated that,
"Osaka can celebrate its vulgar and obscene image and should welcome
the development of casinos and red-light districts." 62 The goal of
promoting the gambling and sex industries is to help the economy and
increase tax revenue. 63 It will also help differentiate the city from other
famous nearby tourist cities and mark Osaka as an "entertainment
mecca."64
III. TAIWAN
In Taiwan, except for the lottery, most forms of gambling are
illegal. Thus, people must travel outside of Taiwan to gamble, which is
usually only affordable to the affluent.65 However, if casinos were
allowed in Taiwan, the middle and lower classes would gain
unprecedented access to easy ways to gamble resulting in unknown
consequences. 6 6
A.

Taiwanese Law

Under Taiwan's criminal code, gambling is prohibited.67 Articles
266 to 268 cover ordinary gambling, people who make a living by
gambling, and people who furnish a location for gambling or assemble
persons to gamble, with punishments included.68 Taiwan's stance on
gambling can be gleaned from other laws and acts. Under a search-andseizure article within the criminal-procedural code, places used for
gambling are put on the same level as places used for committing sexual
or moral offenses. 6 9 Even in a simple arcade business regulation act, a
machine cannot "contain any design and device of gambling or offenses

59. See id.
60. See id.
61. Osaka is one of Japan's biggest urban centers. See Masatsugu Horie, Hashimoto
Says Sex, Gambling May Help Osaka, Yomiuri Reports, BLOOMBERG, Oct. 30, 2009,
availableat http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601 101& sid=aUwu..T7j2V8.
62. See id.
63. See id.
64. See id.
65. See Religious Leaders Oppose Legalized Gambling On Outlying Taiwanese
Island, THE BUDDHIST CHANNEL, Jan. 26, 2009, http://www.buddhistchannel.tv/
index.php?id-48,769 1,0,0,1,0.
66. See id.
67. See Taiwan Penal Code, arts. 266-68.
68. See id.
69. See Taiwan Code of Criminal Procedure, art. 147, available at
http://db.lawbank.com.tw/Eng/FLAW/FLAWDAT01.asp?lsid=FLOO1445.
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against morals."70 In view of this strong moral stance, one would assume
it difficult to legalize gambling in Taiwan.
On January 12, 2009, the Taiwanese government revised its
Offshore Islands Development Act,7 ' which "legalizes gambling on
Taiwan's offshore islands but leaves to local residents the decision as to
whether the establishment of casinos will be allowed." 72 To be exempt
from the criminal code, the decision has to be approved by a majority of
voters in a referendum, and the casino must be created in an integrated
resort.73
B.

Gambling Referendum: Let the People Decide

Shortly after the amendment of the Offshore Islands Development
Act to legalize gambling, a public referendum was held on whether
casino construction should be allowed on the offshore island of Penghu.74
Passage of a public referendum is a requirement to construct a casino
under Taiwan's Offshore Islands Development Act.75 On September 26,
2009, voters were simply asked whether, "Penghu [should] host
international-caliber hotels with gaming facilities."
This wording of the bill was considered to be deceptive.77 People
found it to be in avoidance of the real issue, which concerned casinos,
and not hotels. 7 8 The bill was passed without a cost-benefit analysis. 79
According to the executive director of the National Gambling Impact
Study Commission in America, "The legislature would not be able to
understand the comprehensive impact of gambling without conducting a
cost-benefit analysis."so

70. Electronic Game Arcade Business Regulation Act (Amended Jun. 10, 2006),
available at http://db.1awbank.com.tw/Eng/FLAW/FLAWDATO1.asp?lsid= FLOl 1315.
71. See Offshore Islands Development Act, art. 10-2, (amended Jan. 12, 2009).
72. Offshore Islands Development Act Revised, Gambling Legalized,
http://www.cepd.gov.tw/encontent/ml.aspx?sNo=0011595 (last visited Nov. 7, 2009).
73. See id.
74. See Andrew Gellatly, Taiwan Lifts Casino Ban To Boost Island Economy,
GAMBLINGCOMPLIANCE,

Jan.

13,

2009,

available

at

http://www.gambling

compliance.com/node/24047/.
75. See Offshore Islands Development Act, art. 10-2 (amended Jan. 12, 2009).
76. See Gellatly, supra note 74.
77. See Penghu, Yunlin votes and Taiwan'sfuture, TAIWAN NEWS, Sept. 24. 2009, at
6, available at http://www.etaiwannews.com/etn/newscontent.php?id=1064507&
lang=eng news&cate img-46.jpg&caterss=newsEditorial.
78. See id.
79. See Maubo Chang, Economic benefits of gambling limited, US. expert claims,
TAIWAN

NEWS,

Sept.

15,

2009,

available at

news content.php?id=1058079&lang-engnews.
80. Id.

http://www.etaiwannews.com/etn/
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Referendums in Taiwan require more than half of all eligible voters
to support a proposal.8 ' But the government was not applying this rule to
these polls. Instead, the government stated that "[i]f a casino proposal
passes the 50-percent threshold of votes cast, this [was] now enough to
greenlight the project."82 Anti-gambling groups questioned whether the
Since many residents of Penghu worked
change was constitutional.
and lived somewhere else in Taiwan, without the change in policy,
84
passing the referendum would have been difficult to achieve.
Additional flights were made available for Penghu residents to fly back
from the mainland to vote on the referendum. However, there were not
enough flights, and many residents were unable to fly back to Penghu to
vote.86 People also complained that the government failed to hold a full
and fair public debate.87
The proposed goal of the referendum was to boost the economy by
88
encouraging tourism in an economically depressed part of the country.
It would also "boost the diversity and entertainment value of tourism on
the offshore islands." 89 The government claimed that "Penghu's greatest
asset is its living environment" with "[rlich ocean resources, stunning
beaches, well-preserved traditional Chinese villages and a culture shaped
by gusting winds." 90 The local government wanted to bring people into
the country to experience this beauty. 91 The government may not have
considered the fact that people who visit a country to gamble may not be
interested in nature.
The results were not what the government wanted. In the
September referendum vote, only 43.6 percent of people supported

See Offshore Islands Development Act, supra note 71, art. 10-2.
June Tsai, Penghu casino development raises questions for residents, TAIWAN
Feb. 2, 2009, available at http://www.taiwantoday.tw/ct.asp?xltem=
TODAY,
47949&CtNode=430.
83. See Lydia Ma, Critics claim casinos cannot boost tourism in Penghu, TAIWAN
CHURCH NEWS, Aug. 11, 2009, available at http://www.wfn.org/2009/08/
msg00053.html.
84. See Penghu, Yunlin votes and Taiwan'sfuture,supra note 77, at 6.
85. See Deborah Kuo, Additionalflights to be made availablefor casino referendum,
81.
82.

TAIWAN

NEWS,

Sept.

24,

2009,

available

at

http://www.etaiwan

news.com/etn/news content.php?id=1 065485&lang=engnews.
86. See Penghu, Yunlin votes and Taiwan'sfuture,supra note 77, at 6.
87. See id.
88. See Gellatly, supra note 74.
89. Offshore Islands Development Act Revised, Gambling Legalized,
http://www.cepd.gov.tw/encontent/ml.aspx?sNo=0011595 (last visited Nov. 7, 2009).
90. Tsai, supra note 82.
9 1. See id.
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casinos.92 The referendum did not pass, and the government will have to
wait another three years according to law before conducting another vote

in Penghu. 93
Since the referendum's failure, the local government has refocused
its efforts to solve economic problems.94 There will be a "generous flow
of tax dollars channeled into local infrastructure projects such as
transforming the island into a model for renewable energy.... Casino
developments are just one of many ideas the . . . administration will
propose as it goes about delivering prosperity to all of Taiwan." 95
Taiwan will find other ways to gain prosperity without casino revenue.
However, efforts for change may come again much quicker than
anticipated after the failed referendum. Another party from the nearby
Taiwanese island of Kinmen applied for a vote on casinos for December
2009 which is still yet to be resolved. 96 Legislation is continuing to be
proposed and the local government still plans to draft laws regulating
casinos.9 7
IV. CHINA
"Chinese have gambling genes in their blood," says Henry Tsai,
assistant professor of tourism at Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 98
Chinese see Las Vegas on TV, and they want to see the same thing at
home. 99 "The fortunes of the casinos in Las Vegas are impacted to a
remarkable extent by the winning and losing streaks of high-rolling
Asian businessmen." 0 0 There are gambling rooms in Las Vegas casinos
10 Similar to the Japanese, Chinese
that specifically cater to the Chinese.o
consider gambling as a way to make money.102 Despite Chinese
enthusiasm towards gambling, "[t]he Communist Party banned gambling
when it took over in 1949, branding it a paramount evil."' 0 3 The Chinese
92. See Charmian Kok, Residents Block Taiwan's First Casino, THE WALL STREET
2009,
available
at
http://online.wsj.com/article/
JOURNAL,
Sept.
26,
SB125396065739043551 .html.
93. See id.
94. See The Challenges of Delivering Prosperity, TAIWAN TODAY, Oct. 2, 2009,
availableat http://www.taiwantoday.tw/ct.asp?xitem=66890&CtNode-425.
95. Id.
96. See Taiwan keeps door on Casinos Open, supra note 9.
97. Id.
98. Wiseman, supra note 1.
99. See id.
100. Gregory Gibbs, Anchorage: Gaming Capital of the Pacific Rim, 17 ALASKA L.
REv. 343, 371 (2000).
101. See id.
102. See Wiseman, supra note 1.
103. China border casino crackdown, BBC NEWS, Apr. 17, 2007, available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/6562401.stm.
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government declared gambling as one of the "six major sins ... along
with theft, prostitution, alcoholism, drug addiction, and bride selling." 0 4
Despite the ban, statistics show the amount of money spent on gambling
is quite large. The government reported that there were nearly 400,000
gambling cases in 2006, with more than one million people involved and
the equivalent of more than $600 million in U.S. dollars. 0 5
Chinese Law

A.

Gambling is prohibited under the Chinese criminal code.106
"Anyone who, for the purpose of making profits, assembles a crowd to
engage in gambling or makes gambling his occupation, shall be
sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment,
criminal detention, or surveillance, and shall be [fined]."'o0 The penalty
is more severe when it involves casinos.108 "Anyone who sets up any
casino shall be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term
If the
imprisonment, criminal detention, or surveillance....
circumstances are serious, he shall be sentenced to not less than three
years but not more than ten years in prison." 09
China is also trying to impose stricter punishment for gambling on
professional games."l 0 Due to the problems with illegal sports gambling,
many lawmakers believe that illegal sports betting may be made
punishable with prison sentences of up to 15 years."' There is also a
proposal in the legislature that may change the prison term to a
maximum of ten years for gambling on professional games.l12
However, is China's view on gambling as strict as the laws suggests
it is?

105.

INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supranote 21, at 524.
See China border casino crackdown, supra note 103.

106.

See Criminal Law (P.R.C.), art. 303 (amended June 29, 2006), available at

104.

http://www.asianlii.org/cgi-bin/disp.pl/cn/legis/cenlaws/attclotproc55 1/attclotproc
551.html.
107. Id.
108. See id.
109. Id.
I 10. See Jail sentences for illicit gambling may be increased,TAIPEI TIMES, Oct. 14,
2009, at 4, available at http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2009/ 10/14/
2003455920.
111.

See id.

112.

See id.
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Gambling Haven ofMacau

Macau is an ex-Portuguese colony in southern China that reverted to
Chinese control in 1999.113 Since 2001, Macau has been a territory of
China where casino gambling is legal.' 14 Macau is famous for being a
very sinful city," 5 with gambling everywhere, so it only seems fit that it
is the only place in China where non-lottery gambling is legal." 6
Through ferries, planes, and helicopters, access to Macau for
mainlanders is easy." 7 Gambling accounts for more than fifty percent of
Macau's revenue, and ten percent of people employed work at the
casinos." 8 As of 2007, Macau had six separate casino licensees
operating twenty-eight casinos."19 Macau is on the same level to
compete with or surpass even Las Vegas.120
C.

The Problems with China'sLottery

China has permitted state lotteries for over twenty years, including
both a welfare lottery and a sports lottery, which are overseen by the
Ministry of Finance.121 Since the lottery was first created, there has not
been much law regulating it, but only permission to hold it.12 2
The China Welfare Lottery Issuance Center, which monitors
China's legal gambling industry, estimates that "the illegal gambling
sector dwarfs the legal one by a factor of ten to one, and notes that in
many provinces there is a shadowy pirate lottery. ... "'23 Punishment
may include life sentences even for lottery fraud.12 4 The problem for
China is that, contrary to other countries with lotteries where the law is
created before the lottery is developed, China developed the lottery
113. See Welcome to Macau, http://www.worldcasinodirectory.com/macau (last
visited Feb. 2, 2010).
114. See Macau Law no. 16/2001, art. 1.
115. See Welcome to Macau, supra note 113. Macau used to be filled with
counterfeiters, spies, and drug runners. See id.
116. See id.
http://www.macautourism.gov.mo/en/info/get2
to Macau,
Getting
117. See
macau.php. (last visited Feb. 1, 2010).
118. See INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAw, supra note 21, at 523.
119. See International Narcotics Control Strategy Report, Volume II: Money
Laundering and Financial Crimes, Mar. 2008, available at http://www.state.gov/p/
inl/rls/nrcrpt/2008/vol2/html/100808.htm [hereinafter Money Laundering and Financial
Crimes].
120. See Welcome to Macau, supra note 113.
121. See Andrew Gellatly, China Lottery Law Vague On Details,
May 29, 2009, available at http://www.gambling
GAMBLINGCOMPLIANCE,
compliance.com/node/37431/.
122. See id.
123. Id.
124. See id.
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before the law was created.125 The new lengthy law, while outlining
punishments and fines, is vague in defining clear roles of who does what,
and does not really discuss what may be changed in the way the lottery is
run.126
Because of these various problems, the lottery does not fare well in
China.127 Counterfeit lottery websites threaten to damage the country's
legal lottery system.128 In an effort to solve this, lotteries were banned
from online sales in 2008.129 However, this is a temporary fix.
Regulations need to be improved, and China is looking to model them
off of regulations of other countries.130
D.

Horse Racing

Horse racing has been banned on Mainland China since 1949.131 A
testing event of horse racing was held in 2008 in the city of Wuhan,
which allowed people to place free bets on specific horse races, and
winners were given twenty lottery tickets as a prize by the sports lottery
administration.' 3 2 In January 2009, the government approved gambling
on horse racing to be introduced on a trial basis.1 33 Speculation arose
that this could create over three million jobs nationwide, eliminate illegal
online gambling, and control underground and overseas gambling. 34
The marketing director of the Sport's Lottery stated that Wuhan now has
all equipment and facilities prepared and is just waiting for official
approval. 35
V.

RUSSIA

Russia has had legal casino gambling since 1988.136 All of Russia's
casinos were transformed into "cultural and entertainment centers," 37
125. See id.
126. See Gellatly, supra note 121.
127. See Stina Bjorkell, All bets are on! - Lottery games and gambling in China,
RADIO86, July 30, 2008, available at http://www.radio86.co.uk/explore-learn/businesschina/4991/all-bets-are-on-lottery-games-and-gambling-in-china.
128. See id.
129. See id.
130. See id.
131. See Horse racing back on Wuhan courses, CHINA DAILY, Dec. 1, 2008, available
at http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2008-12/01/content 7254874.htm.
132. See id.
133. See id.
134. See id.
135. See Wuhan bids to revive betting at the racetrack, CCTV INTERNATIONAL,
http://www.cctv.com/progran/bizchina/20090427/107125_3.shtml (last visited Sept. 26.
2009).
136. See PROBLEM GAMBLING IN EUROPE, supra note I1, at 247.
137. INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 460.
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which were required to offer other amusement options in addition to
gambling.138 The Russian government maximized the benefit it received
from these casinos by taxing ninety percent of profits the casinos
earned.'13 There were other indirect levies on casinos, including socialsecurity and pension-fund payments.14 0
Patrons of Russian casinos usually belonged to the upper-class,
favored high-stake games, and created a different type of environment
from the average casino.' 4 ' Russians had a very positive attitude toward
gambling due to the widespread availability of activities, as well as the
promises of large payments.142 Gambling was rarely regulated, which
allowed for almost unrestricted development.14 3 Because of this freedom
of gambling venues throughout Russia, from slot machines in grocery
stores to casinos in every big city, a sudden stricter legislation scheme
became necessary.144
A.

The Collapse of the Russian GamblingEmpire

The lucrative casino industry came to a halt with the passage of a
federal law that went into effect June 30, 2009.145 The law permitted
four remote gambling zones where casinos and gambling would be
legal. 46 The goal was to eliminate an "immoral industry." 4 7 The
Russian government promised a large investment to develop roads and
infrastructure in these isolated regions as an incentive for companies to
invest in new casino construction.148 As of the end of 2009, there were
no new casinos built in any of the four regions.14 9
With the decrease in casino gambling, a number of surrogate
gambling technologies-including online gambling and lottery

138. See id.
139. Id.
140. See id.
141. See id. at 461.
142. See PROBLEM GAMBLING IN EUROPE, supra note 11, at 247.
143. See Skopchevskiy, supra note 12, at 6-7.
144. See id.
145. See State Regulation of Gambling, supra note 12.
146. See id.
147. See Luke Harding, Game over for Russia's punters as gambling ban closes
casinos, THE GUARDIAN, June 30, 2009, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/
world/2009/jun/29/russia-bans-gambling-casino-putin.
148. See Skopchevskiy, supra note 12, at 6-7.
149. See Harding, supra note 147. In January 2010, the first legal casino was built.
See First legal casino opens in South of Russia, THE VOICE OF RUSSIA, Jan. 29, 2010,
In October 2010, the
available at http://english.ruvr.ru/2010/01/29/4017047.html.
second legal casino was built. See Second legal casino opens in Krasnodar,THE VOICE
OF RUSSIA, Oct. 2, 2010, availableat http://english.ruvr.rul2010/ 10/02/23548035.html.
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machines-are on the rise.150 Most casinos turned into lottery parlors
and Internet cafes, offering online gambling.' 5 ' Gambling remains in
Russia with online gambling, but the tax revenue does not.152 USC Of
online gambling has tripled since the ban, and the government now is
seeking ways to shut down these new operations.15 3
The removal of casinos has also had positive aspects, such as
making way for restaurants, shops, and fitness clubs.15 4 Many shop
vendors were pleased and "hailed the removal of the one-armed bandits
and obsessive and often drunk gamblers who would typically hover
nearby."' 55
Through the mixed effects and mixed reactions, Russia will have to
wait and see what the long-term results of the ban are, and whether it
made the correct choice.
VI.

THE LEGISLATIVE INTENT: OBJECTIVES VERSUS RESULTS

The impact of casinos on a society and its economy is difficult to
measure. 156 "With the great diversity in political, social, economic,
culture, geographic, and demographic characteristics in the Asia Pacific
region, the appropriate measurement of impacts for each country is
unique."' 57 As new legislation is written, geared to match the success of
other countries, lawmakers may realize that what works for one society
does not necessarily work for another.
There are usually good reasons behind what the governments of
these countries are doing, and their objectives are fairly clear. In Macau,
the government states in legislation three main objectives: 1) economic
development, 2) promotion of tourism, and 3) social stability.'
Are
these goals reasonable, and do countries have the means to achieve
them?

150. See Gambling Surges in Russia, Despite Near Total Ban, Fox NEWS, Oct. 5,
2009, http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,560207,00.html.
151. See id.
152. See Russian Gamblers Now Playing At Online Casinos, CASINO NEWS
Oct. 16, 2009, http://casinonewsauthority.com/russian-gamblers-nowAUTHORITY,
playing-at-online-casinos/14980/.
153. See id.
154. See Gambling Surges in Russia, supra note 150.
155. Id.
156. See CASINO INDUSTRY IN ASIA PACIFIC, supra note 43, at xxiv.
157. Id.
158. Macau Law no. 16/200],art. 1.
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Economic Development

A.

Most Asian countries turn to gambling to help boost their
economies. 159 But what effects does the legalization of gambling really
have on an economy?
As more casinos and legalized gambling become viable throughout
Asia, countries begin to have an effect on each other.160 With competing
economies, new problems arise, particularly because "[m]any Asian
countries are . .. small in size, in close proximity to each other, and
closely intertwined in terms of economic and tourism activities.",6 For
example, when investors first announced their plans to build casinos in
Taiwan, Macau suffered financial damage due to fear of future

competition.162
Sustained funding is necessary for economic development, so the
first question usually asked is "[wihere does the money come from?" 63
In a country similarly situated to Taiwan, where local visitors overwhelm
foreign visitors due to competition of surrounding Asian countries,
"visitors might gamble with money they would otherwise spend in some
other way, and therefore will not stimulate economic growth."'6 Thus,
money is not coming from tourists, but from the locals who would have
spent it anyway.

The next question is "[w]here does the money go?"'6 5 The money
may create jobs, but predictions are often overestimated, such as
Taiwan's prediction of between 5,000 to 15,000 jobs that might be
However, Las Vegas, by
created if casinos were legalized.1 66
comparison, has only 8,500 jobs directly related to gambling. 67
Taiwan's Anti-Gambling Alliance group points out that if international
corporations were to begin building casinos, they would bring in foreign
gambling experts to manage the resorts.'68 Local residents would have

160.

See CASINO INDUSTRY INASIA PACIFIC, supra note 43, at xix.
See id. at xxiv.

161.

Id.

162.

See Tom Jones, AMZ Stock Soars After Taiwan Government Approves

159.

Gambling, CASINO GAMBLING WEB, Jan.

14 2009, available at http://www.casino

gamblingweb.com/gambling-news/gambling-law/amz stock-soars after taiwan_
government approves gambling 50918.html.
163. WILLIAM N. THOMPSON, GAMBLING INAMERICA: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HISTORY,
ISSUES, AND SOCIETY 200 (2001).
164. Chang, supra note 79.

165.
166.

THOMPSON, supra note 163, at 200.
See Andrew Gellatly, Tourism Snags Delay Taiwan's Casino Planning,

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE, May 11, 2009, available at www.gamblingcompliance.com/

node/37285.
167. See Penghu, Yunlin votes and Taiwan'sfuture,supra note 77, at 6.
168. See Ma, supra note 83.
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difficulty finding full-time casino jobs.16 9 Large-scale casinos require
experienced management and a large initial investment, which countries
like Taiwan are lacking.' 70 Therefore, the money would not go to
boosting the host country's economy, but might only result in the transfer
of income to other countries.' 7 '
Regardless of these money questions, countries are still able to
benefit from gambling revenue.172 Most lotteries allocate funds to
various interests, such as Japan's Sports Lottery raising funds to promote
sports, as well as additional profit going to the National Treasury.' 73
In contrast, Russia's gambling taxes resulted in crime.174 Due to the
high taxation on the legal casinos, many operators had to "go head over
heels to invent effective ways to conceal profits and somehow stay afloat
by dodging tax payments."'7 But Russia's policies also illustrate what
happens to an economy when gambling is banned; three months after the
Russian gambling ban, the budget suffered little with tax revenues only
down 0.5 percent.'7 6
B.

Promotion of Tourism

Taiwan's island of Penghu is a good example of gambling made
legal because of tourism. 177 The bill for the approval of legalized
gambling stated that "casinos will help put tourism first." 7 8 The current
tourism industry welcomes about 500,000 visitors a year, most of whom
come from the mainland of Taiwan. 179 However, due to the unique
strong winds in the area which prevent travel to the island, tourism is
stopped five months out of the year.' 80 The government estimated the
number of visitors would increase to 5,000,000 per year if the
referendum had passed.' 8 ' This estimation ignores the fact that under
Penghu's current unprepared system, "existing water, electricity, waste
management and transportation systems will collapse under this

169.

See id.

170. See CASINO INDUSTRY INASIA PACIFIC, supra note 43, at xxv.
171. See id.
172. See generally Sports Promotion Lottery Law, arts. 21-22, available at
http://www.naash.go.jp/sinko/hour2_english.html.
173. See id.
174.

See INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 460.

175.
176.
177.
178.
179.

Id.
See Gambling Surges in Russia, Despite Near Total Ban, supra note 150.
See Tsai, supra note 82.
Id.
See id.

180.
181.

See id.
See id.
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additional load."' 8 2 The government also did not consider that real estate
prices would rise, causing problems for locals, and that the existing
tourism industry based on the nature and beauty of the island would
suffer if the new gambling industry caused environmental degradation.1 83
In Taiwan, out of its 3.38 million visitors in 2005, most came from
Japan and Macau.' 84 The most traveled-to destination by Taiwanese was
Macau and Japan. 185 With the strong connection of tourism between
these countries, there is a large possibility that the legalization of
gambling in one country would affect the other. Penghu's casinos would
also have been small. Therefore, it is likely that Penghu's casinos would
attract local visitors rather than foreign tourists since most foreigners are
attracted to the grandeur of the casinos in Macau.' 86
The effect of competing tourism may also take place outside of the
competition between Asian countries. The competition may occur within
the country itself. If casinos were built on the island of Penghu, they
would only have had a license for five years.' 87 After that, other casinos
were expected to have been built on the other islands.'8 8 Many
referendum opponents believed that the construction of casinos on other
islands would "steal Penghu's business niche, meaning the government's
estimates of a large number of tourists visiting Penghu [were] flawed." 89
The benefits of tourism may be limited, and possible problems need
to be addressed to assure that the tourism goals can be properly
accomplished.
C.

Social Stability: The Status of Crime

The issue of social stability involves the connection between
gambling and whether legalizing gambling decreases, increases, or has
no effect on crime.190

182.
183.

Tsai, supra note 82.
See Steven Crook, Watershed casino vote reaffirms Taiwan's democracy,
TAIWAN TODAY, Oct. 30, 2009, available at http://www.taiwantoday.tw/ct.aspxitem=
73561&CtNode-426.
184. See Ministry of Transportation and Communications R.O.C.; Tourism
http://www.motc.gov.tw/motchypage/en/hypage.cgi?HYPAGE=EngAboutMOTC_2
10.asp (last visited Oct. 9, 2009).
185. See id.
186. See Chang,supra note 79.
187. See Activists rallying support to vote against casinos in Penghu, TAIWAN NEWS,
Sept. 23, 2009, at 4, available at http://www.etaiwannews.com/etn/newscontent.
php?id=1063725&lang-engnews&cate img-logo taiwan&cate rss=TAIWAN eng.
188. See id.
189. Id.
190. See generally Stephen Harris, Gambling Obsession Grips the Nation, VOICE,
Mar. 2009, availableat http://www.multnomah.edu/VOICE/0309/ 0309coverl.html.
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In Macau, crime was prevalent due to illegal gambling, so bringing
in a casino franchise was an attempt to supervise and control the gaming
industry.191 Legalizing gambling as a way to stop crime is weaker than
illegalizing gambling as a way to stop crime. Russia came to this
conclusion after conducting studies that indicated how gambling can
change people for the worse. 92 Negative consequences of gambling
included relationship and emotional problems, fantasies about control
over life, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, personality
disorders, anxiety, and chemical dependencies, such as alcoholism and
drug abuse.19 3 Legalized gambling also "provide[s] gangsters with
opportunities to run casinos, get politicians into their pockets, bribe
officials and rig elections."' 94
1.

Japan Criminal Cases

A connection between gambling and theft is not uncommon. Unlike
direct robbery or burglary, gambling theft is when people use deception
to try to steal from a casino. 19 5 People will go to all lengths to cheat
casinos. For example, one Japanese criminal case involved theft of
pachinko machines by using an electronic device to manually move the

balls to win.' 96
Gambling addiction also becomes a motive to commit robberies or
murder.19 7 In one Japanese murder case, "the motive of the defendant to
commit this crime was the defendant's Pachinko habit, which led to him
borrowing money from loan sharks, having difficulty making
repayments, and seeking a solution."l98 After the murder and while on
parole, the defendant continued his lifestyle of pachinko addiction while
unemployed.199 He then robbed and murdered again for gambling debts
from car races. 2 00 The court did not find any sympathy for a gambling
addiction-based motive. 20 1

191. See CASINO INDUSTRY IN ASIA PACIFIC, supra note 43, at 40.
192. See PROBLEM GAMBLING IN EUROPE, supra note 11, at 248.
193. See id. at 24.
194. Chang, supra note 79.
2007),
available at
KEISHu
3 (Apr. 13,
195. See generally 61
http://www.asianlii.org/jp/cases/JPSC/2007/19.html.
196. See generally id.
197. See 53 KEISHU 1160 (Dec. 10, 1999), available at http://www.asianlii.org/cgibin/disp.pl/jp/cases/JPSC/1999/56.html.
198. Id.
199. See id.
200. See id.
201. Id.
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Pachinko gambling addictions have also been the cause of many
disturbing crimes involving abandonment and criminal negligence.20 2
There are a number of criminal cases where parents left their children
locked in a car while the parents played pachinko for hours on end, only
to return and find their children no longer alive.203
In addition to the increase of simpler crimes such as theft, murder,
and negligence due to casinos and gambling addictions, there is also an
increase of more complex crimes such as embezzlement.
2.

Embezzlement in China

In the U.S. Department of State Control Strategy and Report on
Money Laundering and Financial Crimes, Macau was listed as a problem
country because of the use of casinos to remit money.204 The organized
crimes recorded in Macau also included racketeering, loan sharking, and
prostitution, which often took place through casino VIP rooms. 20 5 "The
VIP rooms catered to clients seeking anonymity within Macau's
gambling establishments, and received minimal official scrutiny."206 VIP
rooms are a primary source of revenue for many of Macau's casinos.207
Even with international gaming companies improving casino operations,
the problem of VIP rooms remains prevalent.208
An understanding of how money laundering operates is essential to
an understanding of why casinos provide such a good medium for
assisting it. Criminal enterprises have a lot of paper money, usually in
small denominations, which is hard to transfer to other countries or secret
banks.2 09 A bank or casino can change many small bills for larger ones,
which by itself would be a simple instance of money laundering. 210 In a
more complex method, casinos may also act as a legitimate source of
funds for money launderers.211 For example:
202. See 1-year-old boy dies after being left in car by pachinko-playing mother in
Kagoshima, JAPAN TODAY, Apr. 15, 2008, available at http://www.japantoday.com/
category/national/view/1-year-old-boy-dies-after-being-left-in-car-by-pachinko-playingmother-in-kagoshima; Baby boy dies in locked car while mother plays pachinko in Akita,
JAPAN TODAY, Aug. 28, 2009, available at http://www.japantoday.com/category/crime/
view/baby-boy-dies-in-locked-car-while-mother-plays-pachinko-in-akita; Jeffrey Hays,
Japanese Children, Facts and Details, http://factsanddetails.com/japan.php?itemid=
623&catid=18 (last visited Oct. 10, 2009).
203. See id.
204. See Money Laundering and Financial Crimes, supra note 119.
205. See id.
206. Id.
207. See id.
208. See id.
209.

See THOMPSON, supra note 163, at 41.

210.
211.

See id.
See id.
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It would be very easy for a criminal to come to a casino, change cash
into casino chips, wager with a confederate at roulette (one playing
black, the other red), and then claim all the chips they end up with as
income.... The criminals would be very happy to let the casino
have its edge in the game.

...

They are happy to pay income tax on

their winnings, freeing them from the fear of being subject to
investigation from the Internal Revenue Service.212
Thus, casinos may be money-laundering havens for criminals.
However, even if crime, as well as economic and tourism impacts are
properly addressed, the analysis does not end. There are still other
important legal areas that are affected by the legalization of gambling.
VII. OTHER SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS
A.

Change ofLaws

The change of gambling laws may require the overhauling of many
other laws as well. Gambling may affect criminal laws, civil laws, and
regulations. Significant preparation may be needed before deciding to
legalize gambling since the legal system of a country can be significantly
affected by such a change.
1.

Civil and Criminal Laws

Legalizing a form of gambling brings uncertainty to a country's
laws. For example, in the drafting of Japan's casino bill there was
uncertainty whether the Japan Civil Code would have to be amended to
make gambling debts legally enforceable.21 3 Tax statutes and criminal
laws would eventually have had to be changed as well.2 14
2.

Change of Regulations and Practices

In addition to actual laws, regulations in certain areas must also be
changed. Countries that have never dealt with money-laundering
problems may have to start training banks on anti-money laundering
measures on a regular basis.215
Macau's legislation had to aim at making money laundering by
casinos more difficult. 2 16 It needed to participate in The Asia/Pacific
Group on Money Laundering, the International Association of Insurance

212.
213.
214.
215.
216.

See id.
See Kilsby, supra note 8.
See Gellatly, supra note 57.
See generally Money Laundering and Financial Crimes, supra note 119.
See id.
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Fraud, and others to keep up with the changes in money-laundering
regulation.2 17
The Macau Legislative assembly also passed legislation allowing
casinos to make loans in chips to prevent loan-sharking. 2 18 The law also
made the transfer of chips to a customer a civil obligation for the debtor
to repay. 2 19
Under Taiwan's consideration of passing the casino referendum, the
government needed to push forward amendments on money-laundering
regulations and create new security rules.220 Many felt that there would
also be a need for "extra police officers . .. to help keep law and order,
[and] restrictions against underage gamblers or gambling addicts." 22 1
B.

The New Burden on Courts

In addition to criminal cases that arise due to gambling, civil cases
also may increase. When casinos and gambling halls are built, public
regulations become an issue, and different areas of law may be
considered in court. In one Japanese civil case,222 the local public
organization of Takarazuka City sought an injunction against the
defendant, who was constructing a Pachinko parlor. 2 23 The court held
the dispute to be an enforcement of duty in the area of public
administration and not a legal dispute.224
In another Japanese case,225 plaintiffs were a group of people trying
to get a revocation of the permission of entertainment and amusement
businesses like pachinko in their area.2 26 The plaintiffs argued that it was
illegal and bad for the general public. 22 7 The current law was held "with
a view to maintaining good morals and a healthy environment for public
morals and preventing acts which negatively affect the sound growth of
minors." 228 However, the law also "lays down restrictions on business
hours, business areas and so on, and imposes controls on the admission
of minors . . . in a manner conducive to sounder entertainment and
217. See id.
218. See id.
219. See Macau Law no. 5/2004, art. I (credit for gaming).
220. See Gellatly, supra note 166.
221. Taiwan keeps door on Casinos Open, supra note 9.
222. See 56 MINsHU 1134 (July 2, 2002), available at http://www.asianlii.org/cgibin/disp.pI/jp/cases/JPSC/2002/29.html.
223. See id.
224. See id.
225. See 52 MINSHU 1821 (Dec. 17, 1998), available at http://www.asianlii.org/ cgibin/disp.pI/jp/cases/JPSC/1998/50.html.
226. See id.
227. See id.
228. Id.
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amusement businesses." 2 29 The court held that the articles of the relevant
law regulated and protected society from gambling establishments and
that the plaintiff had no standing.230
C.

Legalize and Illegalize

As changes occur in the legal system as gambling laws are enacted,
the gambling laws themselves may undergo a great amount of change.
Russia provides the best recent example of legalized gambling, followed
by banned gambling. 2 3 1 The result caused more than 350,000 people to
lose their jobs in an already difficult economy.23 2 With such a broad ban,
many problems followed in enforcing the regulation against gambling. 23 3
The police had to deal with all the places that were not complying with
the ban.234 Several city halls set up hotlines where people could call in to
report illegal gambling, which resulted in up to forty calls a day.235
Countries nearby started setting up small casinos to take advantage
of all the people who still wanted to gamble, and these countries continue
to seek new opportunities to use this large population of gamblers.236 All
the negative effects of legalized gambling seem to remain, with the
positive effects of economic stimulus and tourism gone. Gamblers will
still find new ways to continue to gamble in nearby areas.
If gambling becomes legal, and vast amounts of time, money, and
effort are expended only for the legalization to be repealed, the loss may
be great.
VIII. AMERICA
America provides insight into the effects of legalized gambling with
its long illustrious history in various aspects of the industry and casinos
that now employ over 400,000 people throughout the United States.237 It
may be helpful for Asian countries to use America as a model for
deciding whether the benefits of creating their own system outweigh the
costs.

229. Id.
230. See 52 MINSHU 1821, (Dec. 17, 1998), available at http://www.asianlii.org/ cgibin/disp.pl/jp/cases/JPSC/1 998/50.html.

231.
232.
233.

See infra PartV.
See Harding,supra note 147.
See Dan Townend, New Games Proliferate As Russia's Casinos Close,
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Gambling in American history dates back to when the
Constitutional Congress initiated lottery games to raise funds for the
revolutionary armies. 2 38 This history continues from the first casino in
New Orleans in the 1800s to the mega casinos of today. 239 Gambling has
gone through a series of bans followed by legalization, again followed by
bans, and again followed by more legalization.240
A.

Regulation of the Industry

Casino gambling is regulated very heavily in America, and there are
many institutions specifically designed to control the industry. 24 1 For
example, the Casino Control Commission of New Jersey ("CCC") has
broad authority to make the rules of casino games and to regulate
gambling advertising. 242 The CCC can act as a court because it has
authority to receive and investigate complaints about violations of
regulations, and to hold hearings on them.24 3 The CCC also has the
power to penalize casinos for these violations by imposing monetary
civil penalties and revoking licenses.244
Money laundering connected with gambling has been a big problem
in the United States, and the government has had to pass many statutes to
fight it. 245 The 1970 Bank Secrecy Act forced banks to inform the U.S.
Treasury Department of any transactions that involved $10,000 or more
in cash.24 6 In 1985, the Bank Secrecy Act was amended to also apply to
casinos. 247 In 1986, the Money Laundering Control Act was passed to
criminalize violations of the procedures set forth within. 24 8 In 1994, the
Money Laundering Suppression Act extended the acts to Native
American casinos.249 A lot of effort is required to prevent money
238. See id. at x-xxi.
239. See id.
240. See id.
241. See Roger Dunstan, Gambling in the United States, California Research Bureau
Report (CRB-97-003), Jan. 1997, available at http://www.library.ca.gov/crb/97/03/
Chaptl.html.
242. See Doug Grant, Inc. v. Greate Bay Casino Corp., 3 F.Supp.2d 518, 525-26
(D.N.J. 1998).
243. See id. at 529.
244. See id.
245. See THOMPSON, supra note 163, at 40.
246. See The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-508, 84 Stat. 1114-36
(codified as amended at 12 U.S.C. §§ 1730d, 1829b, 1951-1959; 18 U.S.C. § 6002; and
31 U.S.C. §§ 321, 5311-5314, 5316-5322).
247. See id.
248. See Money Laundering Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-570, 100 Stat. 3207
(codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. 1956-57).
249. See Money Laundering Suppression Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-325, 108 Stat.
2160 (codified at 31 U.S.C. § 5324(d) (2006)).
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laundering at casinos. "Nevada gaming agents spend over 20,000 hours
a year collecting reports, checking records, visiting casino cages, and
investigating complaints regarding cash transactions." 250 There is special
training required to make sure all employees are familiar with the
regulation procedures.2 5' If money laundering is discovered at a casino,
the casino can be closed down.2 52
An Asian country like Taiwan, with no real in-depth analysis about
the casinos they consider building, may not be ready to handle the
demands brought on by the creation of a gambling industry.
B.

Endless Complaints Brought to the Courts

Casinos and gambling in general cause civil lawsuits.253 As shown
below, gambling has a tendency to cause frivolous lawsuits, as well. 254 It
is questionable whether courts of Asian countries will be ready to handle
all the new complaints that third parties and gambling patrons will bring.
1.

Lawsuits by Third Parties

Advertising of gambling on TV becomes an issue since the U.S.
govemment does not want such easy access to gambling and such strong
promotion. 2 55 "Federal law prohibits some, but by no means all,
broadcast advertising of lotteries and casino gambling."256 In Greater
New Orleans, plaintiff broadcasters sued the U.S. and Federal
Communications Commission ("FCC") claiming that 18 U.S.C.S. § 1304
and regulations issued by the FCC that restricted gambling advertising
were unconstitutional. 2 57 The Court held that the statute could not be
applied to private casino gambling where it was legal.258 While the
advertising may be taken unfavorably by audiences, it is an activity that
is not misleading or unlawful and may provide some benefit to the
audience. 25 9 The Court found that "the social costs that support the
suppression of gambling are offset, and sometimes outweighed, by
250. THOMPSON, supra note 163, at 41.
251. See id.
252. See id.
253. See John Warren Kindt, "The Insiders "for Gambling Lawsuits: Are the Games
"Fair" and Will Casinos and Gambling FacilitiesBe Easy Targets for Blueprints for
RICO and Other Causes ofAction? 55 MERCER L. REV. 529, 534-36, 557-63 (2004).
254. See generally id. at 536, 572-73.
255. See Greater New Orleans Broad. Ass'n v. United States, 527 U.S. 173, 194-95
(1999).
256. Id. at 176.
257. See id. 18 U.S.C. § 1304 makes it illegal to broadcast lottery advertisements in a
state where lotteries are not legal. See 18 U.S.C. § 1304 (1994).
258. See Greater New Orleans Broad. Ass'n, 527 U.S. at 176.
259. See id. at 184-85.
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countervailing policy considerations, primarily in the form of economic
benefits." 2 60 Advertising may have a serious effect on Asian countries
since "compulsive gamblers are especially susceptible to the
pervasiveness and potency of broadcast advertising." 26' Lawsuits like
these are at least legitimate, but lawsuits can often take a turn for the
worse when they involve the gamblers themselves.
2.

Frivolous Lawsuits by the Patrons

When people gamble and lose, they tend to want their money back.
People go as far as lawsuits to try to achieve this. These cases are both
sad and amusing at the same time. It is hard to blame plaintiffs involved
because when gambling causes them to lose everything, they need to
target someone.
In Hakimoglu v. Trump Taj Mahal Assocs., plaintiff brought a
lawsuit against a casino claiming negligence in serving him alcohol and
allowing him to continue to gamble after it had become obvious that he
was intoxicated, which resulted in substantial losses.262 The claim was
* - 263
dismissed.
In Taveras v. Resorts Int'l Hotel, plaintiff, a former attorney,
claimed that defendant casino facilitated her gambling addiction,
"induced her to gamble away money belonging to her and others, causing
her loss of money, emotional injury, and damage to reputation . . . and
caused her disbarment." 264 She claimed a breach of common-law duty as
well as contractual obligations. The claims were dismissed.265
In Merrill v. Trump of nd., plaintiff sued defendant casino for not
preventing him from gambling, which resulted in fueling his need for
money and the current bank-robbery conviction he was then serving in
prison.266 The court held that a casino does not have to exercise
reasonable care to protect its patrons from the gambling they choose to
- 267
engage in.
In Doug Grant,Inc. v. Greate Bay Casino Corp., plaintiff blackjack
players claimed that casinos took illegal countermeasures to eliminate
the advantage that card counters enjoyed. 2 68 The court found it to be
260. Id. at 186.
261. Id. at 189.
262. See Hakimoglu v. Trump Taj Mahal Assocs., 70 F.3d 291, 292 (3d Cir. 1995).
263. See id.
264. Taveras v. Resorts Int'l Hotel, Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 71670, 3 (D.N.J.
Sept. 19, 2008).
265. See id. at 27.
266. See Merrill v. Trump of Ind., 320 F.3d 729, 730 (7th Cir. 2003).
267. See id. at 733.
268. See Doug Grant, Inc. v. Greate Bay Casino Corp., 3 F.Supp.2d 518, 523 (D.N.J.
1998).
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within the casino's legal authority to regulate the minutiae of
gambling.269
While personal lawsuits may not be as prevalent in Asian countries,
it is important to keep in mind how people react to gambling losses and
the problems that result.
IX. ACHIEVING THE GOALS OF LEGALIZING GAMBLING

America has recognized that gambling has a downside, but
legislation seeking to totally outlaw gambling is simply unenforceable.270
The current situation in Asia is different because in most instances, laws
have never been created to allow gambling in the first place. Assuming
legalization does occur, all hope cannot just be lost there. If gambling is
legalized, rather than fight for a subsequent ban, there are ways to
minimize the damages and make casinos and gambling laws less
deleterious to people. There are better ways to draw out the positive
aspects of legalized gambling. Different countries have looked at
regulating gambling laws to protect their own people in different ways.
For example, Mainland China made independent traveling outside
of tour groups to Macau restricted to one visit every three months, down
from twice a month the previous year. 271 It did return to twice a month,
but the regulation is still there, restricting gambling.272
In Korea, all casino operations except for one are restricted to
tourists only. 2 73 Under Korea's Tourism Promotion Act, hotels can
operate casinos, but only foreigners are allowed to enter. 74 The
government also only allows gambling if opening a new casino would
increase foreign tourists by at least 600,000 per year.275
In Vietnam, casinos have limited entry to foreign passport holders
and overseas Vietnamese, and local citizens are banned.27 6 In Singapore,

269. See id. at 540.
270. See THOMPSON, supra note 163, at 62.
271. See Olivia Chung, Tables turn for Macau, ASIA TIMES ONLINE, Jan. 22, 2009,
availableat http://www.atimes.com/atimes/ChinaBusiness/KA22CbO1.html.
272. See Guangdong Travel Restrictions To Macau Have Eased, THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL, Sept. 23, 2009, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20090923702849.html.
273. See James Kilsby, Seoul Searching For Fresh Casino Opportunities,
18, 2007, available at http://www.gambling
Oct.
GAMBLINGCOMPLIANCE,
compliance.com/node/9730.
274. See id.
275. See id.
276. See N. Hung, Da Nang Opens First Casino, SAIGONG DAILY, Dec. 4, 2009,
availableat http://www.saigongpdaily.com.vn/Travel/2009/12/77508.
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foreigners are allowed to enter casinos for free while local citizens have a
$68 entrance fee.277
While most modem casinos trace their roots back to Europe, most
Asian casinos follow the American model instead.278 Europe's gambling
regulations are very different and result in much fewer problems than in
the United States.279 It may be better to look at regulating ideas from
European casinos rather than American casinos.
European casinos are created for community enhancement, with
ownership mixed, but typically they are government-owned. 2 80 Taxation
is usually very high, in the upwards of fifty to ninety percent, as opposed
to a low six to eight percent rate in American casinos.28 1 Casino access
may be restricted with "fee[s] charged, dress codes, passport
identification, no locals, restricted occupations, [and] voluntary exclusion
lists."282 Hours are limited, on holidays casinos are closed, there are few
promotions, and there are no advertisements.2 83 There is no credit given,
limited check cashing, and alcohol is limited with restricted
distribution.2 84 Maybe most importantly, compulsive gamblers are
discouraged or excluded. 28 5 This is not to say that these regulations
create perfect casinos. It does however mitigate many problems that
these new gambling laws create, and it prevents future harm.
X.

CONCLUSION

The introduction of legalized gambling throughout Asian countries
poses a range of challenges and significant consequences. Most new
countries deciding to enter the legalized gambling field look to Macau,
the most successful casino enclave in the world, and strive to replicate
Macau's success. December 2009 marked the ten-year anniversary of
Macau returning to Chinese control.286 "The modern skyline of glitzy
277. See Posting of Ling Woo Liu to The China Blog, Taiwan the Latest to Legalize
Gambling, http://china.blogs.time.com/2009/01/14/taiwan-the-latest-to-legalize-gambling
(Jan. 14, 2009, 7:02 am).
278. See INTERNATIONAL CASINO LAW, supra note 21, at 518.
279. See William N. Thompson, Casinos De Juegos Del Mundo: A Survey of World
Gambling, THE ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL
SCIENCE 1998; 556, Mar. 1998, at 13-15, available at http://ann.sagepub.com/cgi/
content/abstract/556/1/l 1.
280. See id. at 14.
281. See id.
282. Id.
283. See id
284. See Thompson, supra note 279, at 14.
285. See id.
286. See Craig Stephen, Macau keeps the dice rolling, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,
Dec. 20, 2009, available at www.marketwatch.com/story/macau-keeps-the-dice-rolling2009-12-20.
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casinos and hotels is almost unrecognizable from the sleepy Portuguese
enclave of a decade earlier. In that time, visitors to Macau have tripled,
topping 23 million last year."287 This includes recent visitors who have
gone as far as to stage their own kidnapping and demand large sums of
288
money from family members in order to fund their trips to Macau.
New casinos being built in Macau make it possible to gamble as
soon as possible. Chief executive of the new casino Oceanus in Macau
says, "[y]ou see these people rushing in through customs and
immigration, and then it takes you just three minutes to get here. You
can gamble for three or four hours before your wife even knows you're
in Macau." 289
Of course to counteract the negatives that result from gambling
laws, there are recent promises to diversify Macau's economy, improve
the cultural industry, and focus on improving the traditional industries.
There are also efforts from the Macau Polytechnic Institute to reduce
gambling addictions, by using new technology that can recognize and
guess gamblers' behaviors using artificial intelligence to calculate profit

and loss. 29 1
The decision to legalize gambling in Asian countries must be
decided according to each country's legal, political, social, and economic
systems. Any pipe dreams of becoming the next gambling haven as a
way to save the country from economic depression or a weak tourism
industry will result in disaster if the details and implications are not fully
fleshed out.
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